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ABSTRACT:
Beauty or complexion is the outcome of total. A face is beautiful only when all of its constituent parts are judged totally. Here
single item cannot be judged in isolation or may not have remarkable contribution in total. The perception of beauty or fear is
the manifestation of total. The eyes may be beautiful. The lips are attractive. The nose is sharp. But single matter enjoys
synergy through gathering of other factors. Here one factor influences the other one either in positive or negative way. It is a
summation decision of the concerned person.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. The present article
is the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Total means summation of events or collection of events.
Resultant is akin to total. A life is judged in the light of life
time achievement that is totality. Return on Investment
(ROI) is the net result or output of any project. Conclusion
is the outcome of totality. Scattered accounts always may
not be possible. In some cases individual item is
considered. But last of all total helps to decide the best one
among alternatives.
Beauty or complexion is the outcome of total. A face is
beautiful only when all of its constituent parts are judged
totally. Here single item cannot be judged in isolation or
may not have remarkable contribution in total. The
perception of beauty or fear is the manifestation of total.
The eyes may be beautiful. The lips are attractive. The nose

is sharp. But single matter enjoys synergy through
gathering of other factors. Here one factor influences the
other one either in positive or negative way. It is a
summation decision of the concerned person.
Total ranks a student for his performance. Total is
omnipresent. Everywhere and every moment everybody is
engaged to find the total of any event and decides
accordingly. I am here. Because it satisfies me. And it is
most profitable among all options. So I wait here. She
leaves. Because she finds it more profitable and thereby
enjoyable to go elsewhere. These all are the manifestation
of totality. In fact man always opts for the best returnable
among options.
A man has many personality traits. If his most of the traits
are common with another person then friendship grows.
Also friendship occurs if his traits may not be common but
are liked by the stranger. Thus cent percent similarity and
thereby total friendship is impossible. But friend selection
is the outcome of totality. A man, before selecting his
friend, first finds the summation of different
characteristics of different persons. The more marks the
better friendship. In fact everybody grades other persons
on the basis of the total.
In purchasing, selling or selecting life-partner, everywhere
we take the help of total. The success of any person
depends on that total value. A man fails only when he
values the worst thing or assigns lower value to the
important factors. A student makes good result only when
he reads attentively. A good student takes judicious
decision that he will not waste time rather he will read
attentively. This was his decision based on the sum total of
various factors. A bad student wastes valuable time of
student life thus responding to different allurements. Thus
a bad student suffers throughout life for this callousness
and lack in judgment and very few student can compensate
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the deficiency.
At last is the alias of total. Total offers its result in future.
Instant result may not always be possible. An attentive
student gets result in future of his total decision of reading
attentively.

CONCLUSIONS
In any computer programming the entire program is
broken into separate modules. Then all the modules are
taken together to prepare the total program. Construction
of total program is difficult and troublesome. Here single
module has no value at all until or unless all are taken
together. Here lies the importance and triumph of totality.
Further, to maintain secrecy a group of workers are
divided and entrusted with separate and single job.
Nobody knows the total job. Only the manager knows it
and controls it with master mind. Here, the workers
becomes expert in single job but to them total remains
unseen and unattainable forever.
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Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. As you know well
that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the immortal writer,
wrote many essays, and notably “Of Love”, “Of Friendship”,
“Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The myriad-minded genius
rightly pointed out that all the words of the dictionary can
be the themes of essays one can write. But little has been
done, in this regard since his death, in order to finish his
unfinished monumental works. In fact Bacon's way of
presentation and his unique style kindled imagination and
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thus to get relief through Catharsis.
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